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Abstract

This article presents some experimental results on Chinese-Spanish machine translation. The implemented translation system is based on the statistical framework and, more specifically, it
implements the bilingual n-gram approach. Since, as far as we know, no Chinese-Spanish parallel corpus is currently available for training purposes, an alternative method for artificially
constructing a training corpus is proposed and evaluated. This method is compared, in terms of translation quality, to the simpler approach of using English as a bridge language forperforming
Chinese-to-Spanish and Spanish-to-Chinese translations.Additionaly, the translation system is also compared witha rule-based translation engine which is available on-line.
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Nobody is working on Spanish-Chinese Machine Translation !!!

The Bilingual n-gram SMT Approach

• This approach to SMT implements a translation model which is based on 3-grams
of bilingual units which are referred to as tuples. For a moredetailed description
refer to Mariñoet al.(2005).

• Tuples are extracted 
from the union of 
source-to-target and 
target-to-source
Viterbi alignments in 
such a way that a 
maximal monotonic
segmentation of each 
bilingual sentence pair 
is achieved. 

p(T,S) ≈≈≈≈ p( (t,s)k | (t,s)k-1, (t,s)k-2 )Π
k = 1

K
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Log-Linear Feature Function Combination

The bilingual n-gram SMT system implements four additionalfeature functions which are log-
linearly combined with the translation model for decoding purposes:

• a target language model implemented by means of word 4-grams,

• a word bonus model that compensates the system preference for short translations over
large ones, and

• two complementary translation models (source-to-targetand target-to-source) which are
implemented by using the IBM-1 lexical parameters.

Decoding and Optimization

• A specific n-gram based SMT decoder was developed by Cregoet al. (2005). This decoder
implements a beam-search strategy based on dynamic programming and allows for non-
monotonic search (however, in order to maintain computational time manageable, monotonic
decoding is used here).

• An optimization tool based on a downhill simplex method wasalso developed. This
algorithm allows for estima-ting log-linear weights for each feature so that the translation
BLEU is maximized over a development set

Chinese-Spanish Parallel Corpus Construction

Corpus Language Sentences Words Vocab.

ZH-EN Chinese 105 K 1.9 M 29.5 K

English 105 K 2.1 M 34.8 K

ES-EN Spanish 105 K 2.0 M 40.0 K

English Spanish

Original Chinese-English Spanish-English Corpora Statistics
The proposed method relies on using an English-to-Spanish SMT system for
constructing a Chinese-Spanish parallel corpus by translating the English side
of a Chinese-English parallel corpus into Spanish.

• An English-to-Spanish translation system was
trainedandoptimized.

relations between China and Spanish speaking countries Nobody is working on Spanish-Chinese Machine Translation !!!

Constructed Chinese-Spanish Parallel Corpus Statistics

English 105 K 2.0 M 27.0 K

Corpus Language Sentences Words Vocab.

TRAIN Chinese 105 K 1.9 M 29.5 K

Spanish 105 K 2.0 M 34.8 K

DEV Chinese 330 6.0 K 1.6 K

Spanish 330 6.8 K 2.0 K

TEST Chinese 100 1.9 K 813

Spanish 100 2.1 K 908

Chinese

English-to-Spanish
SMT

EnglishSpanish

Chinese-Spanish
SMT

trainedandoptimized.

• This system was used to translate into Spanish
the English side of the Chinese-English training
corpus.

• A development corpus was created by manually
translating into Spanish the English side of a 330-
sentence set extracted from additional Chinese-
English parallel data.

• Similarly, a test corpus was created by manually
translating into Spanish the English side of a 100-
sentence set extracted from additional Chinese-
English parallel data.

Developed Chinese-Spanish
Translation System

Direct Translation vs. Indirect Translation

59.2275.623.3780.0397Indirect

58.5476.163.9460.0391Direct

PERWERNISTBLEUStrategy

Chinese
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Spanish Chinese

English
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58.2178.044.4130.1145Indirect

62.1483.814.1570.1087Direct
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Chinese-to-Spanish Translation Results Spanish-to-Chinese Translation Results

Banchset al. (2006) have already confirmed that artificially constructing a Chinese-Spanish bilingual
corpus does not necessarily conduce to significant improvements in translation accuracy with respect to
the simpler approach of performing Chinese to Spanish translations by using English as a bridge.



Corpus-Filtering
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Proposed Corpus-Filtering Technique
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A corpus filtering strategy is proposed aiming at improving the direct Chinese-Spanish translation results:

• The filtering strategy consists on using a Spanish language model for selecting those best Spanish sentences in the
Chinese-Spanish parallel corpus (the noise expected to occur in the Chinese-Spanish corpus should be related to the
translation errors produced by the English to Spanish translation system).

• The filter is implemented by means of a 3-gram language model, trained from the Spanish side of the original English-
Spanish corpus.

• Since language model probabilities are affected by sentence length, filtering is performed independently for each subset
of Spanish sentences of equal length.

However, to opposite effects are expected to occur:

Corpus quality improvement Translation quality increases

Bilingual corpus size reduction Translation quality decreases
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Experiment 1: Target Language Model from Training Data Experiment 2: Common Independent Target Language Model

Comparison with a Rule-Based MT System

Statistical MT 0.1336 4.3101 57.99 79.73

Rule-Based* 0.0697 2.8355 74.15 93.71

System BLEU NIST WER PER

Note: this comparison is not completely fair because, first, the statistical
system was adapted to the task under consideration while therule-based one
was not, and second, it is known that accuracy scores such as BLEU and NIST

System Comparison by using Automatic Evaluation Metrics

As an additional evaluation of the developed translation system, a comparison
with a rule-based translation system was performed. In order to do this, a
translation system which is publicly available on-line* was used.

In order to avoid any possible bias resulting from the optimization process,
this evaluation was carried out over the manually constructed test set.

Some Translation Examples from a Turistic Domain Task

No se puede mostrar la imagen. Puede que su equipo no tenga suficiente memoria para abrir la imagen o  
que ésta esté dañada. Reinicie el equipo y, a continuación, abra el archivo de nuevo. Si sigue apareciendo  
la x roja, puede que tenga que borrar la imagen e insertarla de nuevo.

No se puede mostrar la imagen. Puede que su equipo no tenga suficiente  
memoria para abrir la imagen o que ésta esté dañada. Reinicie el equipo y,  
a continuación, abra el archivo de nuevo. Si sigue apareciendo la x roja, …

No se puede mostrar la imagen. Puede que su equipo no tenga suficiente memoria para abrir la imagen o que ésta esté dañada. Reinicie el  
equipo y, a continuación, abra el archivo de nuevo. Si sigue apareciendo la x roja, puede que tenga que borrar la imagen e insertarla de  
nuevo.

No se puede mostrar la imagen. Puede que su equipo no tenga suficiente memoria para abrir la imagen o que ésta  
esté dañada. Reinicie el equipo y, a continuación, abra el archivo de nuevo. Si sigue apareciendo la x roja, puede que  
tenga que borrar la imagen e insertarla de nuevo.

Please show me
a menu

Original Sentence

Le ruego me demuestran 
el menú, por favor.

Tenga por favor una 
mirada el menú a mí.

I want to have a 
travel guide

Please give me a 
glass of white wine

Call someone to 
carry my bags please

Me gustaría recibir una 
guía, por favor.

Le ruego me conceda un 
vaso blanco vino.

Por favor, pedimos 
bellboy llevar el equipaje.

Deseo el tourguide.

Por favor déme el cristal 
de los vinos blancos.

Por favor llámese el 
servidor para mover el 

bagaje.

Meaning Statistical MT Rule-Based MT

Bilingual Corpus Size (in Thousand of Sentences) Bilingual Corpus Size (in Thousand of Sentences)
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Systems trained
with filtered corpus

Control systems
(with training corpus
selected at random)
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This work presented some experimental results on Chinese-Spanish SMT:

• It was confirmed that artificially constructing a Chinese-Spanish bilingual corpus does
not produces significant improvements in translation accuracy with respect to the simpler
approach of performing Chinese to Spanish translations by using English as a bridge.

• A method for artificially constructing and filtering a Spanish-Chinese parallel corpus
was presented and evaluated. Results demonstrated that thenegative effect resulting
from data reduction is at least as relevant as the positive effect resulting from filtering for
the overall system performance.

• The constructed translation system was compared with a rule-based translation system
which is publicly available on-line. The developed system outperformed the on-line one.

For further research we are planning to work in two main directions:

• We will attempt improving the Chinese-Spanish parallel corpus construction technique.
In this sense, different alternatives for filtering the artificially constructed data set should
be designed and evaluated, such as the SMT confidence estimation techniques proposed
by Ueffing and Ney (2004).

• Additional efforts will also be devoted to improve the translation system, by including
additional features and allowing for non-monotonic searchin the translation task under
consideration.
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tend to favor statistical systems over rule-based systems.

* http://www.worldlingo.com/en/products_services/worldlingo_translator.html

No se puede mostrar la imagen. Puede que su  
equipo no tenga suficiente memoria para abrir la  
imagen o que ésta esté dañada. Reinicie el equipo y,  
a continuación, abra el archivo de nuevo. Si sigue 

Just a moment
please

Hace un momento, por 
favor.

Espere por favor un 
pedacito.


